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It’s Coming to a country near you!!!



Privacy = choice & controlPrivacy = choice & control
over use and disclosure

of our identity

…including our biometrics



Some Privacy truisms:Some Privacy truisms:

1. Most people don’t value their

2. Once invaded, you will need to

1. Most people don’t value their
privacy until it is threatened

2. Once invaded, you will need to
regain your privacy over and
over and over again…



Push for identification – thePush for identification – the
pressures
• Authentication Working Group, IMSC / CIOC

– standard identification processes

• E.g, identify once transact many times –
smartcard or tokensmartcard or token

– review or accreditation of process



Scoping Identity Fraud,
Attorney-General’s Department, 2001Attorney-General’s Department, 2001

SEEKS:
• Coordinated whole of government 

approach

• Standard process of identification 
and authenticationand authentication

• Safeguards to balance interests of 
individuals and the broader public 
interest



Competing views on BiometricsCompeting views on Biometrics
• “Simply put, it’s getting harder and harder to preserve 

personal privacy without using biometrics…”

Richard E Norton, IBIA

• “…Biometrics are among the most threatening of all 
surveillance technologies, and herald the severe surveillance technologies, and herald the severe 
curtailment of freedoms, and the repression of ‘different 
thinkers’, public interest advocates and 
‘troublemakers’.”

Roger Clarke



OFPC thinking on 
Identification, biometrics & Identification, biometrics & 
related issues

• Biometrics and Privacy – The End 
of The World as We Know It or The 
White Knight of Privacy?

• Under the Gaze, Privacy Identity & 
New Technology

• Watch this space: 
www.privacy.gov.au



The Privacy RisksThe Privacy Risks
• Illusion of accuracy?

– False positives /False negatives
– Face recognition fails test Australian IT, 27/02/2003

• Guilty until proven innocent 

• Powerful tools that can go powerfully wrong• Powerful tools that can go powerfully wrong

– ‘Fort Knox’ syndrome

– Often shifts the point of weakness

• Internal Fraud



Privacy Threats of Biometrics, 
Dr George J TomkoDr George J Tomko

• Biometric Templates (Dynamic & Encrypted)

• Current off-the-shelf biometrics permit 
secondary uses

• Technology that allows informational self- Safety in • Technology that allows informational self-
determination equals good security by-
product 

• Use biometric to encrypt a PIN or a 
standard encryption key

Safety in 
many 
numbers -
hazards in 
one number







Identification, authentication & authorisation

• Identification – process of accurately identifying a 
person

• Authentication – checking an assertion made by the 
person

• Authorisation – two perspectives• Authorisation – two perspectives

– Organisation perspective, two stages (e.g. bank 
account and PIN)

– Individual, act of authorising transaction



Identify the solution
carefully…
Identify the solution
carefully…
STEPS; OFPC’s JCPAA
submission; IMSC/CIO; MAC#2

It’s about:
• Standards• Standards
• Testing against standards

For Biometrics – these are the 
keys to success



25th International Conference of
Data Protection & Privacy
Commissioners

When 10-12 September 2003
Where Sydney, Australia
Details www.privacyconference2003.org
______________________________________________________________________

• Design phase – progressing
• Core conference – complementary events



25th International Conference of
Data Protection & Privacy
Commissioners

Parallel Session 9 – Identity: Now you see it, 
Now you don’t
_________________________________

• Ken Anderson, Director Legal Services, Information and • Ken Anderson, Director Legal Services, Information and 
Privacy Commissioner

• John Borking,   Director Borking Consultancy
• John Grimes,    Director Strategic Development, Argus 

Solutions



THE CHALLENGETHE CHALLENGE
• Sooner or later, biometrics will meet most people’s 

requirements for accuracy

– Challenge will be to agree on terminology, standards 
& to develop recognised assessment procedures

• The REAL challenge with biometrics is:• The REAL challenge with biometrics is:

– Will we use them as PITs or PETs?

• So, TAKE STEPS:

– The “Security OR Privacy Compromise” usually not 
needed & is the LAST resort (not starting point)!



Prognosis & suggestions

• Privacy will be a key area for the industry to 
get right to move forward

• Biometrics developers: understand privacy; 
respect individuals & their informationrespect individuals & their information

• The risk to developers is – low take-up & new 
laws
– Is Quebec a foretaste?



Québec’s IT Framework law
• A person’s identity may not be verified or confirmed by means of a process that allows • A person’s identity may not be verified or confirmed by means of a process that allows 

biometric characteristics or measurements to be recorded except with the express consent 
of the person concerned. Only the minimum number of characteristics or measurements 
needed to link the person to an act and only such characteristics or measurements as may 
not be recorded without the person's knowledge may be recorded for identification 
purposes. 

• The new Act also guarantees citizens that no other information revealed by the 
characteristics or measurements recorded may be used as a basis for decision concerning 
them or for any other purpose whatsoever. Such information may only be disclosed to the 
person concerned at the person's request. 

• The record of the characteristics or measurements and any notation relating thereto must 
be destroyed as soon as the purpose of verification or confirmation of identity has been met 
the reason for the verification or confirmation no longer exists. the reason for the verification or confirmation no longer exists. 

• The creation of a database of biometric characteristics and measurements must be 
disclosed beforehand to the Commission d’accès à l’information. As well, the existence of 
such a database, whether or not it is in service, must be disclosed. 

• The Commission may make orders determining how such databases are to be set up, used, 
consulted, released and retained and how measurements or characteristics recorded for 
personal identification purposes are to be archived or destroyed. 

• The Commission may also suspend or prohibit the bringing into service of such a database 
or order its destruction, if the database is not in compliance with the orders of the 
Commission or otherwise constitutes an invasion of privacy. [Return]





Working Party onWorking Party on
Information Security and
Privacy

•Inventory of Privacy-Enhancing Technologies 
(PETs)

•Report on the OECD Forum Session On •Report on the OECD Forum Session On 
Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs)



OFPC Definitions
Anonymity can mean being unacknowledged as 
well as being unidentified
Attribute – paper does not define the term 
though it uses it.
Authentication – – involves checking an 
assertion made by the person.  
Authorisation - For the organisation, we take 
authorisation to have two stages.  The first is the 
initial allotment of privileges to the individual, for 
example the allocation of a user representation 
such as a bank account number.  The second 
stage can also be called ‘access control’ where 

IMSC Glossary
Anonymity – no definition.
Attribute – Something attributed as 
belonging; a quality, character, 
characteristic, or property.
Authentication – Is the solution to the 
need for certainty in the identity of the 
other party to a transaction.
Anthentication (or assurance) levels –
Based upon the level of access provided stage can also be called ‘access control’ where 

the organisation’s information system checks 
whether the user representation is authorised for 
each service provided. 
AuthorisationFrom the individual’s perspective 
authorisation is the act of authorising the 
transaction.  This may or may not involve or 
require revelation of identity. - From the 
individual’s perspective authorisation is the act 
of authorising the transaction.  This may or may 
not involve or require revelation of identity. 
Identification – the process of accurately 
identifying a person, ensuring that a person is 
who they say they are.

Based upon the level of access provided 
to customers accessing or using 
government services and/or transaction 
types, linked with identification 
requirements and authentication 
solutions.
Authorisation – no definition.
Identification – The process by which the 
identity of an entity is determined.



Biometrics – benefits to individuals and 
societysociety
• privacy enhancing capabilities

• efficiency 

• convenience

• improved access

– remote, disability (bringing the marginalised back 
into mainstream)

• Improved security if done properly

• Don’t be afraid of technology – show respect and be 
receptive


